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Reader Gender: 92% Female

Reader Age: 25-65+

Alexa USA Rank: +/-110,000

Monthly Pageviews: 42,300

Monthly Unique Visitors: 28,200

U.S. Visitors: 76.8%
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11K+ Shares

CELEBRATEANDDECORATE.COM

Chloe started Celebrate & Decorate to share her passion for entertaining and interior 
design. From intimate client dinners to extravagant baby showers Chloe loves putting 
special touches on any type of gathering. Chloe also shares her passion for interior 
design and DIY by showcasing her modern condo in Ohio along with her recently 
purchased coastal style home in Central Florida.  Chloe is a married to her high school 
sweetheart and they are parents to two and grandparents to two beautiful 

About Chloe and Celebrate & Decorate
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SPONSORED POST: $300
I will create a post with valuable content to my 
readers that refers to your product in an organic 
and subtle way with a link directing my readers 
to learn more about your product or service.

GIVEAWAY: $100
**This option acts as an addition to a sponosored 
post.* I will host a giveaway of your product or 
service and advertise it to my followers as well as 
other blogs and websites to generate interest 
and follows.

SOCIAL MEDIA PROMOS: $40
I will pI will promote your product or service on all of 
my active social media accounts one time.

TOPBAR AD: $70 PER MONTH
Your 728x90 horizontal ad will be 
featured at the top of the blog.
(only one live ad at a time)

SIDEBAR ADS: $45 PER MONTH
YYour 250x250 ad will be featured in a 
prominent place on the right hand sidebar of 
the blog. 

CHLOE HAS CREATED INSPIRING CONTENT FOR THE 
FOLLOWING COMPANIES

CHLOE’S CONTENT HAS BEEN FEATURED IN THE 
FOLLOWING MEDIA SOURCES

Email me at celebrate.decorate.design@gmail.com
My social media following is growing all the time, please click through to each social media account you’re interested in to see 
the official count of followers. Please also know that I only work with companies that t my blog’s topic and audience. 

Thank you for your  interest, I look forward to hearing from you.


